The main contribution of this paper is a new rest-to-rest position control system for use with electric drives employing a.c. motors that is near-optimal with respect to combined electrical and frictional energy waste minimization. The friction has constant, linear, and quadratic components with respect to the rotor speed. The closeness to optimality is assessed by simulation, comparing the energy loss of the new control system with that predicted by computed optimal controls. The application of the near-optimal control system is rendered straightforward by using a symmetrical trapezoidal speed-time profile. This is provided by an energy saving reference position generator whose output is faithfully followed by means of a feedback control law based on forced dynamics control yielding prescribed closed loop dynamics, together with a matched zero dynamic lag precompensator. For load torque consisting of constant, linear, and quadratic components also maneuver time is optimized if it can be chosen arbitrary. Two case studies, one applied to position control of rotational drive and second one applied to train movement, confirm the possibilities of achieving energy savings.
Introduction
As a result of environmental concerns and minimization of energy consumption the calculation of energy optimal reference trajectories for electric drives is significant for possible energy saving [1] . The paper presents applications of energy optimal control theory based on Euler-Lagrange minimization to the rotational movement of industrial drives and to the traction motor of railway vehicle. Both applications assume load which consists of constant, linear, and quadratic components with respect to the rotor speed.
Two generally valid position control strategies respecting electrical losses of motor as well as mechanical losses minimization are developed and verified for comparison of their energy demands. The first strategy is based strictly on mathematical, Euler-Lagrange approach [2] while the second one is based on loss model exploiting symmetrical trapezoidal speed profile for electrical and mechanical losses minimization. The second approach is characterized with truly finite settling time and for prescribed movement allows precise prediction of all components of consumed energy. Total consumed energy of both control strategies is evaluated via time integral of the input power. For comparison of possible energy savings of both control strategies the investigations are completed with position control based on modified trapezoidal speed profile and control strategy based on triangular speed profile.
Principles of vector control and forced dynamics control are used for energy demands evaluation of all presented control strategies. Vector control of a.c. drives as a novel control strategy had opened possibility of controlling torque and field components of stator current independently and brought wide potential for considerable reduction of drive losses [3] . Significant energy savings also contributed to rapid spread of variable speed drives in industry and transportation. For simulations of energy saving position control strategies a new "forced dynamics control" technique (FDC) of electric drives employing a.c. motors based on feedback linearization [4] and enabling realization of various prescribed dynamic responses to speed demands is exploited.
The individual approaches to energy-efficient position control while respecting prescribed maneuver time between 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering stops differ significantly. The problems of optimal trajectory planning based on the nonlinear continuous-time model and continuous state-space model of train movement are well presented in overview of Wang et al. [5] . The methods of solutions can be characterized as analytical solution and numerical optimization. The analytical methods have difficulties in finding general solutions due to complex nonlinear terms and consideration of the constraints. For the numerical optimization approaches the optimal solution is not always guaranteed too. The possible outcome is to solve the optimal trajectory planning problem as a mixed integer linear programming problem, which can be solved efficiently exploiting available solvers.
Combination of Model Predictive Control (MPC) and differential flatness is used by Pham et al. [6] for efficient energy management of an elevator employing PMSM supplied from microgrid (solar panel and supercapacitor battery, backed-up with three-phase net). The flatness formulation of the considered system profiles consisting of stator currents and rotor speed are generated to minimize the stator resistances energy dissipation. Then, MPC is used to track given profiles while satisfying state input constraints. Simulation results using real system numerical data compare the energy efficiency of the designed method with method which combines the Maximum Torque per Ampere (MTPA) principles in connection with the trapezoidal speed profile.
The drive's loss model is used by Blank et al. [7] for optimal trajectory planning. Iterative algorithm, fmincon, finds a constrained minimum of a scalar function of several variables to compute prescribed acceleration. The resulting trajectories (constant for time-minimal interval, constant for half of maneuver time, sinusoidal, and linearly monotonously falling) respect also prescribed jerk and reduce copper losses as well as losses of power electronics.
Minimization of the total dissipated energy taking into account Coulomb and viscous friction has been proposed by Xuejun et al. [8] for the drive employing d.c. motor with reduction gear. The optimal drive velocity and current functions are obtained as a function of the optimal zero crossing time when input torque of gear is changed from positive to negative. Comparisons of the dc motor drive consumption for optimized control algorithm and trapezoidal velocity function have revealed energy savings of optimized control algorithm, which were proportional to a moment of inertia.
For minimization of dissipated energy of battery powered mobile wheeled robot, C. H. Kim and B. K. Kim [9] analyzed and implemented three-step velocity control method. Two various forms of acceleration and deceleration profiles (constant and exponential) are investigated to find minimal energy consumption. As energy near-optimal solution the analysis reveals exponential acceleration profile completed with constant cruising speed and linear deceleration (step acceleration-cruising speed-trapezoidal breaking). Objective function which respects drive's energy is developed for threestep velocity control. Solution in real time finds efficient binary search algorithm. Suggested three-step velocity control extends the working time of mobile robot up to 30%.
A single-axis trajectory generator for point-to-point motion control was proposed by Thirachai et al. [10] . Generated profiles correspond to trapezoidal velocity function that can modify system parameters such as the destination, speed, and acceleration. A dead-beat controller is exploited when the current state variables are approaching the equilibrium point. Simulation results confirm that proposed system can provide finite steps and a zero steady-state error and showed that the overall performance is similar to a conventional method.
Direct robust adaptive controller for improvement of the tracking performance of high-speed train was developed by Luo and Xu [11] . The controller is designed using the back-stepping method to deal with nonlinearities and the parameterized uncertainties in the high-speed train dynamic model. Then, the projection algorithm is used to improve the robustness of the proposed control algorithm for slowly timevarying parameter. Theoretical analysis and the simulation results confirmed that the proposed algorithm can guarantee the stability of the designed closed loop system with the tracking error converging to a residual set exponentially.
For road vehicle employing PMSM Lu et al. in [12] solve problem of global energy optimization to obtain the optimal velocity reference. Dynamic programming taking into account efficiency model of the drive system and complex road conditions determines trajectory with minimum energy consumption. For control of speed of hybrid electric vehicle by controlling the throttle position Yadav et al. study performances of various controller (five various controllers) in [13] . Comparative analysis confirmed optimal performance of linear-quadratic regulator (LQR) for optimization of vehicle drive train efficiency.
To minimize energy expenditures of suburban trains De Martinis and Gallo [14] proposed new driving strategies using a railway simulation model as a subroutine. Their approach results in the definition of two optimized train speed profiles. The first model is based on energy saving approach while the second one is based on energy recovery strategies. Two scenarios for resulting speed profiles (with coasting and without) were proposed and tested on a real-scale case involving a suburban line for both models. Simulation results show a promising reduction in energy consumption with the optimized energy-efficient speed profile for a prescribed running time between two stops.
Sheepmaker et al. [15] studied optimal control of the train with respect to braking (mechanical, mechanical combined with regenerative, and regenerative). Pseudo-spectral method is used to solve energy-efficient train control, which is modelled as an optimal control problem over distance. Results of analysis have shown that under regenerative breaking the optimal cruising speed is lower than without, the coasting regime is shorter, and the braking regime starts earlier. This led to extra energy saving what emphasizes the importance of kinetic energy utilization. The conclusion stresses substantial influence of regenerative braking on energy-efficient driving strategy and lower energy consumption.
Different control mechanism for a diesel-electric locomotive was used by Albrecht et al. [16] to design speedholding control strategy for the train movement between two stations with nonconstant gradient and prescribed travelling time. Energy optimal type strategy based on discrete throttle settings alternates phases of coasting and maximum power to approximate the ideal minimum consumption strategy. The method has been successfully implemented in connection with special computation device for calculation of the optimal switching points and to provide in-cab advice to train drivers.
Detailed program for traction and brake applications capable of energy consumption minimization in the moving train along a given route for a given travel time was developed by Khmelnitsky [17] . The maximum principle is used to obtain the analytical information about optimal operation regimes and their sequences respecting also mixed and state constraints. Numerical algorithm exploiting this information then finds the optimal velocity profile. Designed control algorithm has capability of arbitrary restart due to outside conditions change and then recalculates the optimal velocity profile by constructing a new optimal profile for the remaining route length and travel time using the current speed as the initial one. Numerical examples confirm inherent accuracy and fast response of algorithm based on its analytical origin.
Contribution of this paper is the development and application of two energy near-optimal control strategies for the drives with rotational or translation movement and comparisons of their energy demands with modified strategies used for position control. To ensure the same conditions of comparison the regenerative braking is assumed for all presented strategies.
Designed control structure for simulation of energy saving control is shown in Figure 1 and consists of "Energy Optimal or Energy Near-Optimal Profile Generator" which is capable, from demanded position, ; prescribed maneuver time,
; and computed load torque, Γ , of producing reference inputs: acceleration, ; speed, ; and position, for drive's position control system. Block "Load Torque Computation" evaluates value of load torque as a function of drive's speed using its individual coefficients for constant, ; viscous, ; and quadratic, components (predetermined offline). The task of precompensator is to form control signal, , to ensure better tracking abilities of prescribed state variables. Design of precompensator is described in detail in Section 3.3 for vector controlled drive combined with FDC [18] .
Position control system itself has nested control structure consisting of outer position control loop with proportional regulator and standard inner speed control loop for a.c. motors (IM or PMSM) with PI speed regulator. Speed control loop respects vector control principles in chosen reference frame [19] . Motor supply voltages, and , are produced by PI regulators in direct and quadrature axis of the vector controlled drive.
For real time implementation the circuitry shown in Figure 1 is completed with standard transformation blocks (from system coupled with chosen reference frame into rotational twophase orthogonal system and from two-phase into three-phase system) and inverter with space vector modulation. 
Theoretical Background
State-space notation,ẋ = Ax + Bu and = C T x, is convenient for a.c. motors description as well as for solving energy optimization task for the drive dynamics [20] . IM state model consisting of stator current vector, I; rotor flux vector, Ψ; rotor speed, ; and rotor position, , formulated in the coordinate system rotating in arbitrary speed, , iṡ
= ,
where 
In a similar way, the state model of PMSM consisting of vectors, stator current, I; stator flux, Ψ; rotor speed, ; and rotor position, , formulated in the rotor-fixed coordinate system has the following form:
where is the rotor speed, and is moment of inertia. Constant is given as = 3 /2 and , are the stator inductances in direct and quadratic axis, respectively. is the stator resistance and is the number of pole pairs. Matrices P( , ), Ψ PM , and L R have the following form:
To derive generally valid conditions for energy optimal position control the system is described as torque generator respecting both a.c. motor (IM, SMPM) with three differential equations, for rotor position, ; speed, ; and electric torque, , which are completed with an equation for load torque: = + + 2 . Coefficients , , and respect Coulomb, viscous and quadratic friction, respectively. Load torque derivative has the forṁ= ( + 2 )̇and complete dynamical system is
where is moment of inertia related to rotor and for PMSM constants are defined as = Ψ PM , = / , and = / . PMSM torque constant is defined as = Ψ PM . For IM these constants are = ( 2 − / ) Ψ , = 1 / 1 , and = / . IM torque constant is defined as =
5
and is axis excitation voltage. For simplification of further calculations a new constant defined as = 2 /2 (for PMSM = and for IM = 1 ) was introduced.
Energy Optimal Control. Mathematical approach based on
Euler-Lagrange minimization is exploited to derive conditions for energy optimal control. Functional for energy expenses minimization covering electrical-copper and mechanical-friction losses during maneuver interval, , is defined as
Overall cost function, , for drive's losses minimization consists of minimization functional (11) completed with description of the state variables, to which multiplication with Lagrange coefficients, for = 1, 2, 3, is added:
The solution of minimization problem requires calculation of Euler-Lagrange equations, found via partial derivatives of the designed cost function, , for given state variables as
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After manipulation of variables the matching conditions given by individual Euler-Lagrange equations can be summarized into the highly nonlinear system written in matrix form as
Nonlinear system (15) has to satisfy boundary conditions:
Resulting nonlinear dynamical system (15) can be solved with only the iterative way. Numerical solutions of this system offer MATLAB function bvp4c.m (boundary value problem), which integrates system of ordinary differential equations subject to general two-point boundary conditions. Results of integration are profiles of acceleration, speed, and position satisfying Euler-Lagrange minimization approach for minimum energy requirements.
Analytical solution of (15) can be found for constant and linear components of load torque ( , ) while assuming that quadratic component = 0. In this case the system is transformed into linear one:
with two real multiple and two complex conjugated eigenvalues located in
General solution of the system consisting of homogenous and particular part has the following form:
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The coefficient 1-4 of (19) can be determined as solution of the following linear system:
. (20) Energy optimal control strategy and resulting state variables were derived for torque generator generally valid conditions and therefore can be used for energy optimal control of the drives with arbitrary electric motor.
Modified Energy Near-Optimal Control Strategy.
The second approach of modified energy near-optimal position control exploits symmetrical trapezoidal function for rotor speed together with related position profile approximating energy optimal variables quite closely. This strategy allows reaching demanded position via control on constant torque during acceleration and deceleration intervals and control on constant cruising speed in the middle interval. This approach was verified via detailed analysis respecting electrical losses in motor windings and friction losses together. Complete results for analysis of constant, linear, and quadratic dependent load torque based on this approach was described in [21] ; therefore, the following is a brief description only.
Demanded rotor position, , and cruising speed magnitude, , as a function of acceleration, , and its duration, , are for trapezoidal speed profile defined as
Time of acceleration and deceleration, , under assumption of minimum value of maneuver time, , and constant cruising speed, , have the following relations:
The generation of required profiles respecting losses minimization is based on analysis of friction and copper losses of the drive in steady-state (current dynamics due to inductances, , of SMPM, and , of IM and iron losses are neglected) as it is shown in Figure 2 .
For composed friction torque, Γ = + + 2 , description of predictable current is divided into three time intervals as
where currents, and , are constant: = ( / Ψ) and = Γ ( 0 )/ Ψ = / Ψ+ / Ψ+ 2 / Ψ, and current, , is time varying as = Γ ( )/ Ψ = / Ψ + / Ψ + 2 / Ψ. Total energy to cover drive's losses, , is expressed as a sum of energy to cover electrical and mechanical losses:
Using drive's parameters the energy to cover losses is described as
in which
2 ) + , and = 2 + 4 . Optimized acceleration time, , for energy demands minimization is determined as the derivative, / = 0:
where (26) is the fifth-order algebraic equation. To find its zeros and value of near-energy optimal acceleration time, opt , a Newton formula having quadratic convergence is used:
Value of near-energy optimal acceleration time, opt , determines also optimal acceleration, opt , as
During energy consumption analysis it was found that for any speed dependent torque components (linear or quadratic) to decrease energy expenditures means to keep drive's cruising speed to the minimum practicable values. On the other hand, any combination of these two frictions with constant Coulomb friction brings the only one unique solution for maneuver time, .
To determine also optimal maneuver time, , for energy expenditures minimization the total energy (25) was expressed in terms of maneuver time as
(1 − ) 4 3 (1 − 8 5 )
where coefficient is defined as a ratio between acceleration and maneuver time, = / . Optimized maneuver time, , is found again exploiting relation / = 0 as
Newton formula (27) with quadratic convergence is again used to find zeros of (30) as energy near-optimal maneuver time. Easy zeros finding is possible due to the fact that if only constant torque is assumed then (26) is reduced into second order only and has analytical solution for acceleration time as = /3. If viscous and quadratic components are added as torque components, then acceleration time becomes shorter. The correct solution of acceleration time is then from interval ⟨0 /3⟩. Therefore, if this interval is investigated from both sides (0 and /3) and the same solution is found then it is the only correct solution. If more roots than one are found there simple drawing of the function = ( ) for ∈ ⟨0 /3⟩ shows the roots. In this case it is necessary to compute energy consumption for every root separately and to choose the root with lowest consumption.
Due to dependence of motor iron losses on rotor speed these losses can be included into presented losses model. Hysteresis losses are proportional to rotor speed and therefore can be included by corresponding enlargement of friction coefficient, , and similarly iron losses due to eddy currents are proportional to the square of rotor speed and therefore can be included as corresponding enlargement of friction coefficient, .
Mutual coupling between optimal maneuver time, , and acceleration time, , requires the evaluation of (26) and (30) repeatedly, usually three times, to find "true" optimal values of maneuver time,
, and acceleration time, . Advantage of energy near-optimal control with trapezoidal speed profile is relatively simple for implementation because, for example, for constant load torque it requires control on constant torque during acceleration and deceleration intervals and control on constant speed during cruising interval.
To enable comparison of effects of individual friction components on energy optimal (left column) and energy nearoptimal control (right column) Figure 3 shows such effect of constant, , viscous, , and quadratic, friction components separately. Common requirements for both position control strategies were position set-point, dem = 10rad, and 
Position time profile for all presented control strategies and types of friction reached required position in prescribed time. Differences in total energy consumption, which are dependent on moment of inertia, for given parameters (moment of drive's inertia was Jr = 0.0044 kgm 2 ) are very small. As can be seen from Table 1 the differences between compared control strategies related to values of energy optimal control are from interval 0.5% up to 1.5% for constant friction and quadratic friction, respectively.
Design of Position Control System
For verification of both proposed energy saving control strategies by simulations the control structure consisting of an energy saving profiles generator completed with a zero dynamic lag precompensator and FDC based position control loop capable of precise tracking of prescribed control variables was developed.
Forced Dynamics Speed Control Loop.
Common feature of designed control systems is speed control loop based on FDC while satisfying the vector control conditions [22] . Rotor speed obeys (3), (7) and the differential equation describing the closed loop dynamics has therefore linear firstorder dynamics (31), where is the prescribed time constant anḋis the demanded rotor speed:
The rotor speed derivative equations (3) and (7) for the PMSM and IM may both be written aṡ
For the PMSM, Ψ and Ψ are the stator fluxes components and = = 3 /2. For the IM, Ψ and Ψ are the rotor fluxes components and = 5 . Using a switched power electronic control law, the stator current components are made to follow their demands, dem and dem , with negligible dynamic lag. Hence, it is assumed that = dem and = dem which enables the stator current equations to be eliminated from the plant model for the control system design. So for speed control, dem and dem are regarded as control variables. For vector control up to the nominal speed [23, 24] , = dem = 0 for the PMSM drive and Ψ = 0 for the IM drive, so the terms Ψ and Ψ on the RHS of (2) vanish. Equating the RHS of (31) and (32) then yields the same speed control algorithm for both drives:
for the PMSM drive const ̸ = 0 for the IM drive,
where Ψ = Ψ for the PMSM drive and Ψ = Ψ for the IM drive. A load torque observer can be used to estimate the net load torque, Γ , on the motor shaft [18] .
Forced Dynamics Position Control Loop.
Plant for position control is formed by FDC speed control loop replaced by its ideal transfer function (the first-order lag) and completed with kinematic integrator [25] . Parameters of position control loop are adjusted by application of FDC to this plant using Dodds settling time formula [26] :
If (34) is converted into time domain, it yields the secondorder closed loop differential equation for rotor position:
FDC law of rotor angle is obtained by substituting (31) for LHS of (35) and solving this equation for the input variable, which is rotor speed demand,̇:
Precompensator and Load Torque Observer Design.
Closed loop dynamic of position controller is prescribed by (34); therefore, the precompensator has the inverse transfer function as follows: The overall position control system for energy near-optimal control strategies consisting of energy saving profile generator, precompensator, and FDC position control loop is shown in Figure 4 . To check energy requirements of the derived energy nearoptimal control strategies drive's total energy consumption is evaluated via input power integration as
Stability Analysis of the Closed Loop Systems
In this section, stability analysis is presented for the feedback control systems for the PMSM and IM drives to ensure that stability is guaranteed with any realistic plant parameter estimation errors that occur in applications.
Stability Analysis of the PMSM Position Control System.
The closed loop systems of both drives are defined by equations (32) and (4) or (8) together with control law (33) with dem = 0. As the plant has two state variables that could be chosen as and , and the control law is nondynamic, the closed loop system exhibits second-order dynamics with no internal zero dynamics [26] . Since it is forced by the control law to obey the closed loop differential equation (35), it is a linear, time invariant system with the characteristic equation:
The closed loop poles are therefore 1,2 = −4.5/ and since they lie in the left half of the -plane, the system is stable.
In practice, however, the plant parameters cannot be known exactly and so analysis will now be carried out to ensure that the system remains stable with plant modelling errors within realistic limits. With = dem = 0, = dem , and, from Section 2, = + pm = pm plant equation (32) combined with (8) becomeṡ
and this may be simplified tö
where 1 = PM / and 3 = 1/ are constant plant parameters.
FDC control law (33) may be then written as
wherẽ1 and̃3 are, respectively, estimates of 1 and 3 . The closed loop differential equation of the position control loop with the plant modelling errors is then obtained by substituting for dem in (41) using (42) and then foṙusing (36). Thus, 
The closed loop characteristic equation is therefore
The closed loop poles are expressed as 
Noting that 1 > 0 and therefore assuming̃1 > 0, then if thẽ1 > 1 closed loop poles are complex conjugates with a common negative real part. If̃1 < 1 then √ 1 −̃1/ 1 < 1 and therefore both closed loop poles are negative and real. It may therefore be concluded that, with realistic plant parameter estimation errors, the closed loop system will always be stable. It must be noted, however, that as the magnitude of these errors increases, then the closed loop dynamics will depart further from that specified according to (36).
Stability Analysis of the IM Position Control System.
Here the closed loop system comprises the plant defined by equations (2), (32), and (4) together with simplified control law (33), where = dem = const. ̸ = 0 and = dem as the control variable. For vector control of IM in reference frame coupled to the rotor magnetic flux vector rotating at the rotor magnetic flux components are = = dem = const and = 0; therefore, (2) becomeṡ
where sl = − is the IM slip angular frequency. For steady-state the component equations are
Equation (32) combined with (4) becomes
and this may be again simplified tö
where 1 = / , noting that up to nominal speed is constant and 3 = 1/ are constant plant parameters.
Then control law (33) becomes 
Noting again that 1 > 0 and therefore assuming̃1 > 0, then if thẽ1 > 1 closed loop poles are complex conjugates with a common negative real part. If̃1 < 1 then √ 1 −̃1/ 1 < 1 and therefore both closed loop poles are negative and real. Therefore, for IM it may be also concluded that with, realistic plant parameter estimation errors, the closed loop system will always be stable including remark that as the magnitude of these errors increases then the closed loop dynamics will depart further from that specified according to (36).
Energy Near-Optimal Control Strategies Verification
Described control strategies for energy expenditures minimization were verified by simulations and preliminary experiments. For simulations the position control system of Figure 4 was used. To achieve higher precision of consumed energy calculation in simulations the load torque was taken as known variable to avoid influence of delay in its estimation. Described control strategies were implemented for simulations of industrial drive employing IM of nominal power 10 kW and for suburban train unit with two PMSM traction motors, total nominal power 840 kW. Parameters of both motors are listed in the Appendix. For better comparison of the results gained the individual subplots show corresponding control state-space variables for energy near-optimal control in "red" and for modified energy nearoptimal control (with trapezoidal speed profile) in "blue." Common requirements for industrial drive with IM control were position set-point, dem = 10rad, and prescribed maneuver time, = 0.5 s. For better evaluation of the influence of chosen position control strategy on energy consumption results of four position control strategies are investigated. The first set of simulations of Figure 5 shows chosen related variables and energy consumption for described energy optimal and energy near-optimal control strategies.
The second set of simulations of Figure 6 shows influence of acceleration and deceleration adjustment when for prescribed maneuver time and given parameters this time was chosen twice longer resulting in half magnitude of acceleration if compared with values prescribed for nearenergy optimal trapezoidal speed profile. Finally position control strategy based on triangular speed profile completes this set. Load torque coefficients of 10 kW industrial drive were adjusted to create nearly nominal load torque at cruising speed as = 10 Nm; = 0.5 Nms; = 0.03 Nms As can be seen from subplot (a) of Figure 5 the required magnitude of energy optimal acceleration reaches nearly 2000 rads −2 while magnitude of energy near-optimal control is less than half of this value. As it was supposed during this control strategy development this value for trapezoidal speed profile is constant. Subplot (b) shows time profiles of rotor speed as it was computed by both control strategies. As can be seen from this subplot, maximum of rotor speed during cruising interval is nearly identical with peak of rotor speed of energy near-optimal control. The difference appears if both speeds are compared as a function of position in subplot (e).
Energy consumption for complete maneuver shown in subplot (f) reaches opt = 368.238 J for ideal energy optimal control and trap = 371.930 J (with precision of mJ) for position control with trapezoidal speed profile. The difference in consumption is Δ = 3,692 J only, which is very small not only for good tracking of the energy optimal speed profile with trapezoidal one but also due to the fact that two energy near-optimal control strategies are compared.
Simulation results of position control based on limited IM stator current (in black) and position control with triangular speed profile (in green) are shown in Figure 6 . As can be seen from subplot (a) of this figure the required magnitude of acceleration due to limited IM current was decreased to the value less than 500 rads −2 while acceleration magnitude of triangular speed profile is the lowest (approximately 1/10 of acceleration for energy optimal value). For both presented position control systems these acceleration are constant to produce expected time profiles of rotor speed and position shown as subplot (b) and subplot (c). Stator current torque components of subplot (d) are changing according to load torque changes, due to their dependence on of rotor speed.
As shown in subplots (f) total energy consumption for limited stator current control reached curr = 378.829 J and for triangular speed profile the consumption was trn = 517.936 J. The difference in energy consumption of these two position control strategies is significant Δ = 139,107 J and stresses influence of the choice of position control strategy on total energy consumption for rest-to-rest maneuver.
Total energy consumption of position rest-to-rest maneuver for 10 kW industrial drive employing induction motor with moment of inertia related to motor shaft, = 0.09 kgm 2 , under all four investigated control strategies is summarized in Table 2 from which it can be seen that selection of improper position control strategy can increase total energy consumption by 40 percent.
For traction applications all further computations are related to the one traction motor (TM) parameters which are listed in Appendix. The relation between traction unit velocity, , and TM rotational motor speed, , as well as relation between unit traction force, , and torque of TM, Γ TM , is defined as
where is average diameter of the driving wheel and is gear ratio between rotor of TM and driving wheel and is number of TMs of the train unit. Passive traction resistance is function of vehicle speed as
and for suburban unit has the form: 0 = 3.1+0.00038 2 . For simulations the train movement is described by differential equation as
where is total mass of train, is distance, is traction force, is force covering vehicle resistances, is force covering slope resistance, and is braking force, respectively. Figure 7 shows results of applications of described energy optimal and energy nearoptimal control strategies (red and blue). The second set of simulations of Figure 8 shows influence of acceleration and deceleration time adjustment when for prescribed travel time and given traction resistance parameters this time was adjusted to correspond nearly to vehicle adhesion limits. Magnitude of acceleration was increased twice for reduced acceleration time into half if compared with values computed for near-energy optimal trapezoidal speed profile. Finally position control strategy based on triangular speed profile again completes this set. Figure 7 shows state variables of position control and compares the energy expenditures for energy optimal and energy near-optimal control of train unit. The individual subplots are shown as time functions: prescribed acceleration in subplot (a), TM rotor speed in subplot (b), and travelled distance as subplot (c) followed by TM stator current torque component as subplot (d), vehicle longitudinal velocity as subplot (e), and time function of total energy consumption as subplot (f).
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As can be seen from subplot (a) of Figure 7 the required magnitude of energy optimal acceleration reaches nearly 5 ms −2 while magnitude of energy near-optimal control is less than 3.5 ms −2 . This acceleration for triangular speed profile is lasting nearly one-third of prescribed travelling time due to prevailing constant load torque component, . As it was supposed during control strategy design this value is for trapezoidal speed profile constant. Subplot (b) shows time profiles of TM rotor speed as it was computed for both control strategies. This subplot confirms again that maximum of TM rotor speed during cruising interval is nearly identical with peak of rotor speed of energy optimal control.
Both designed control strategies reached demanded travel distance, td , in prescribed time between two stops, = 180 s, as it is shown in subplot (c). Subplot (d) shows optimized torque components of PMSM stator current for both control strategies, which corresponds to required acceleration and traction resistances. To keep constant acceleration (deceleration) of the drive the current torque components during these intervals follow changes of load torque. Corresponding vehicle speed profiles are shown in subplot (e). Due to quadratic component, , in traction force, the rotor speed profile for energy optimal control is slightly asymmetrical if compared with assumed symmetrical trapezoidal speed profile.
Total energy consumption between two stops as a function of time is shown in subplot (f). It reached opt = 767.56 Wh for tracking of the ideal energy optimal control and trap = 790,54 Wh for position control with trapezoidal speed profile. The difference in consumption is Δ = 22,98 Wh only, which is only 3% higher if compared with energy optimal control also due to the fact that two energy near-optimal control strategies are compared.
Simulation results of position control based on increased PMSM stator current (in black) and position control with triangular speed profile (in green) are shown in Figure 8 .
As can be seen from subplot (a) of this figure the required magnitude of acceleration due to SMPM stator current on adhesion limit was increased more than four times while acceleration magnitude of triangular speed profile is again the lowest. Total energy consumption is shown in subplots (f). This consumption for adhesion stator current reached peak value, curr = 1112.14 Wh, while consumption of control strategy with triangular speed profile was trn = 829.07 Wh. The difference in energy consumption of these two position control strategies is significant Δ = 283.07 Wh, putting the stress on importance of the choice of position control strategy for journey between two stops.
As it is clear from the details of subplots (f) of Figures 7 and 8 the lowest energy requirement is energy optimal control followed by modified energy near-optimal control. On the other hand, the control strategy exploiting highest acceleration and deceleration shows highest energy demands.
Total energy consumption between two stops for one TM 420 kW with moment of inertia related to motor shaft, = 470 kgm 2 , of train unit employing PMSMs under all four investigated control strategies is summarized in Table 3 . As can be seen the selection of improper position control strategy, in this case acceleration adjusted to adhesion limit, can increase total energy consumption nearly by 45 percent.
Possibility of optimizing maneuver time, , as described by (30) is shown in Figure 9 for investigated industrial and traction drive. In these 3D plots the total energy consumption is shown as a function of acceleration time, , and maneuver time,
. This optimization usually results in much longer maneuver time and therefore it can be exploited only for sufficient time between two position maneuvers [27] .
Preliminary experimental verification of proposed energy saving control strategies was carried out using laboratory bench consisting of 1.5 kW IM (parameters listed in Appendix) loaded with synchronous generator supplying constant resistive load. Position control strategies based on derived energy optimal, energy near-optimal (trapezoidal speed profile), and triangular speed profile were implemented to a vector controlled drive with IM. Tracking performances of this drive to follow state variables generated by energy saving profile generator were improved by exploitation of precompensator. Evaluation of total energy consumption resulted in opt = 14.17 J for tracking speed profile, which corresponds to energy optimal control strategy. Total energy consumption trap = 14.32 J was recorded for trapezoidal speed profile of energy near-optimal control and finally trn = 16.91 J energy consumption corresponds to position control strategy exploiting triangular speed profile. Experimental results show that the lowest energy consumption was achieved by control strategy tracking speed profile of optimal control. Total energy consumption of trapezoidal speed profile is only 1.06% higher and triangular speed profile has highest energy consumption, which is 19,34% higher if compared with energy consumption of speed profile of energy optimal position control.
Preliminary experimental results are in good agreement with simulations presented and small differences can be explained by dependence of energy savings on moment of the drive inertia. The differences of 3-5% between preliminary experiments and subsequently repeated simulations for given parameters were caused by unmodelled friction components and current measurement when measured noise in stator current contributed to the higher value of integrated energy consumption.
Conclusions and Recommendations
Design and verification of the two energy near-optimal control strategies based on Euler-Lagrange minimization and modified energy near-optimal strategy with trapezoidal speed profile were presented. For comparison of energy savings achieved these two strategies are completed with control strategy based on modified trapezoidal speed profile and position control strategy based on triangular speed profile. All these strategies were applied to rotational industrial drive employing 10 kW induction motor and to traction unit with 420 kW PMSM. Control system able to track closely prescribed state variables of energy optimal and energy nearoptimal reference input generator was used in simulations to evaluate the energy expenditures of investigated control strategies. Chosen position control strategies were verified also by preliminary experiments, which confirmed good agreement with presented theory.
The main contribution of this research is a new position control strategy for permanent magnet synchronous motor drives and induction motor drives achieving minimization of frictional and electrical energy losses for specified maneuver times. The novelty lies in avoiding direct implementation of complex nonlinear optimal feedback control laws, in which plant modelling uncertainties could cause unacceptable suboptimal performance or even instability, by instead implementing vector controlled drives with forced dynamic control laws yielding known linear closed loop dynamics, together with a precompensator eliminating dynamic lag, enabling a precomputed easily generated near-optimal reference input function to be accurately followed, thereby forcing the system to follow a near-optimal state trajectory. For both presented case studies the total energy expenditures of energy optimal control were lowest even if compared with energy near-optimal control strategy based on symmetrical trapezoidal speed profile. The differences in energy expenditures of these two control strategies are small, in the range of 1-3%. Advantage of the proposed energy nearoptimal strategies was stressed in comparison with modified versions of energy near-optimal control (modified trapezoidal speed profile) and with position control based on triangular speed profile, the energy expenditures can be 40% higher.
The total energy loss of the near-optimal control strategy exploiting the trapezoidal speed profile over the optimal control might be reduced by using a cubic spline fit to four segments of the computed optimal position response, which is supposed as a further step of research as well as experimental verification. Related to quadrature axes opt: Related to energy optimal trap: Related to trapezoidal speed profile trn: Related to triangular speed profile curr: Related to defined value of current.
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